
The high road toll is robbing our society of many people who can otherwise be leading 
successful and productive lives. How can society protect itself from these losses?

Such a staggering number of people who die in road accidents propels officials to search for 
pragmatic solutions for making roads safer. Not only will society be deprived of many valuable and 
productive individuals, but also the negative effects of these losses will linger in society as a result of 
their detrimental effects on victims' families, hence the importance of flattening out the curve of 
road victims. To reach this goal, many steps could be taken by the state which will be discussed in 
bellowbelow.

First and foremost, improving road conditions is of paramount significance for preventing car 
accidents. Roads should be equipped by with adequate signs and lights to guide drivers to the right 
path. Reshaping and repairing roads should be performed regularly to ensure road safety. Moreover, 
roads and streets should have sufficient well-marked pedestrian crossings to provide pedestrians 
with a safe walk.

Secondly, car manufactures should make passenger's passengers’ safety a high priority. That the 
invention of car safety facilities such as babies' baby car seats, seat belts and airbags has decreased 
road causalities is an undeniable fact. That is to say, car designers should try to utilize/exploit their 
knowledge and experience to identify vehicle's vehicles’ deficiencies which are potentially 
dangerous and remedy the situation.

Finally, many an accident takes place as a result of drivers' faults. It is incumbent upon the 
government to reinforce laws and impose harsher fines in order to put a grind halt to driving 
recklessly. Diverse legislation can be introduced ranging from revoking lawbreakers' driving license 
to incarcerating them. In addition, installing more closed circuit video cameras (CCTVs), the police 
will keep roads under surveillance and patrol them remotely, thereby ensuring their security.

In conclusion, hardly a day goes by without hearing about car accidents on roads. The whole society 
and its members bear the brunt of these accidents. Many preventative measures could be adopted 
to alleviate this situation and reduce roads toll.

 


